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Abstract

Estimated ages of phonemes acquisition is vital as a baseline in making accurate diagnosis
for children with phonological disorders and also useful for the speech remediation
program. This preliminary study of phonological development aimed to determine the ages
of acquisition of 17 phonemes in the Kelantanese dialect and comparison was made
between these acquisition ages among English, Arabic and Cantonese children. Samples
were obtained from a hundred normal developing Kelantanese children between the ages of
2 to 5. A structured and formal picture-naming test, consist of 35 single word that
representing phonemes at all possible initial, middle and final positions in Malay
Kelantanese Dialect was used. Speech sample was recorded on a portable cassette recorder
and were transcribed using the International Phonetic Analysis system (IPA). Subject was
considered to master target phoneme when she or he produced it at least 85% correct at
initial, middle or final position. It was noted that by the age of 3, subjects have acquired at
least 8 phonemes. Among the earliest phoneme to be mastered is the unvoiced stop lpl and
the last phoneme to be acquired is the fricative /s/. These findings also support Jakobson's
universal theory. The ages of acquisition of phonemes among Kelantanese children was
quite similar to those for English and Arabic but was relatively delayed from Cantonese.



Abstrak

Jangkaan umur pemerolehan fonem penting sebagai rujukan dalam rnenentukan kanak-kanak itu
mempunyai masalah kecelaruan fonologi atau tidak. Data ini juga penting untuk menentukan
tahap keterukan kecelaruan disamping membantu dalam merancang program pemulihan
pertuturan- Kajian pelintil perkembangan fonologi ini bertujuan untuk 

-mendapatkan 
umur

penguasaaan fonem dalam Bahasa Melayu dialek Kelantan bagi 100 orang kanak-kanak Melayu
normal, penutur dialek Kelantan yang dihantar ke taska atau tadika sekitar daerah Kota Bharu
berumur antara 2 hngga 5 tahun. Satu set ujian penamaan gambar telah digunakan, untuk
mendapatkan 35 perkataan sasaran bagi menguji kehadiran 17 konsonan dalam iiut.k Kelantan
pada_ kedudukan depan, tengah dan akhir perkataan. Setiap ujaran subjek dirakamkan dan di
transkripsikan menggunakan system International Phonetic Atphabet (IpA) Sesuatu. fonem
dikatakan telah diperolehi jika subjek mengujar sekurang-kurang{rya 85% betul pada kedudukan

_d"Putt, tengah atau akhir perkataan. Hasil kajian mendapati pada ,rm* kurang dari 3 tahun,
kanak-kanak telah menguasai sekurang-kurangnya 8 fonem. Antara fonem terawai yang dikuasai

9t9n $jet< ialah plosif tidak bersuara /p/ manakala fonem yang paling lewat diiuasai adalah
frikatif /s/. Turutan pemerolehan fonem-fonem kebanyakannya ieia.i dengan Teori Universal
Jacobson- Secara perbandingan, umur pemerolehan fonem di kalangan subjek adalah lebih kurang
sama dengan kanak-kanak berbahasa Arab dan English tetapi agak terlewat jika dibandi"d*;
dengan kanak-kanak berbahasa kantonis.
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Abstract

Estimated ages of phonemes acquisition is vital as a baseline in making accurate diagnosis
for children with phonological disorders and also usef.rl for the ipeech remediation
plogam. This preliminary study of phonological development aimed to determine the ages
of acquisition of 17 phonemes in the Kelantanese dialect and comparison was made
between these acquisition ages among English, Arabic and Cantonese children. Samples
were obtained from a hundred normal developing Kelantanese children between the agei of
2 to 5. A structured and formal picture-naming test, consist of 35 single word that
representing phonemes at all possible initral, middle and final positions in Malay
Kelantanese Dialect was used. Speech sample was recorded on a portaLle cassette recorder
and were transcribed using the International Phonetic Analysis system (IPA). Subject was
considered to master target phoneme when she or he produced it at least 85% correct at
initial, middle or final position. It was noted that by the age of 3, subjects have acquired at
least 8 phonemes. Among the earliest phoneme to be mastered is the unvoiced stop /pl and
the last phoneme to be acquired is the fricative /s/. These findings also support Jakobson,s
universal theory. The ages of acquisition of phonemes among Kelantanise children w
quite similar to those for English and Arabic but was relatively delayed fiom Cantonese.



Abstrak

Jangkaan umur pernerolehan fonem penting sebagai rujukan dalam menentukan kanak-kanak itu
mempunyai masalah kecelaruan fonologi atau tidak. Data ini juga penting untuk menentukan
tahap keterukan kecelaruan disamping mernbantu dalam merancang program pemulihan
pertuturan. Kajian perintis perkembangan fonologi ini bertujuan untuk mendapatkan umur
penguasaaan fonem dalam Bahasa Melayu dialek Kelantan bagi 100 orang kanak-lianak Melayu
normal, penutur dialek Kelantan yang dihantar ke taska atau tadika sekitar daerah Kota Bharu
berumur antara 2 hngga 5 tahun. Satu set ujian penamaan gambar telah digunakan, untuk
mendapatkan 35 perkataan sasaran bagi menguji kehadiran 17 konsonan dalam dialet Kelantan
pada kedudukan depan, tengah dan akhir perkataan. Setiap ujaran subjek dirakamkan dan di
transkripsikan menggunakan system International Phonetic Alphabet (IP.d). Sesuatu fonem
dikatakan telah diperolehi jika subjek mengujar sekurang-kurangnya 85% betul pada kedudukan
depan, tengah atau akhir perkataan, Hasil kajian mendapati pada umur kurang dari 3 tahun,
kanak-kanak telah menguasai sekurang-kurangnya 8 fonem. Antara fonem terawal yang dikuasai
oleh subjek ialah plosif tidak bersuara lpl manakala fonem yang paling lewat dikuasai adalah
frikatif /sl. Turutan pemerolehan fonern-fonem kebanyakannya selari dengan Teori Universal
Jacobson. Secara perbandingan, umur pemerolehan fonem di kalangan subjek adalah lebih kurang
sama dengan kanak-kanak berbahasa Arab dan English tetapi agak terlewat jika dibandingkan
dengan kanak-kanak berbahasa kantonis.
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1.0 INTRODUCTTON

AyoungMatayboyagedfour,cametoSpeechclinicforspeechandlanguageevaluation

According to his parents, this boy has some 'problems' with his speech' Mother described hk

son ($ 'cannot produce certain speeeh sounds'. His parents thought that he might be 'pelat'

and brought him to the clinic to be evaluoted and managed by the Speech'Language

Pathologist

It is quite cornmon for the Speech-Language Pathologist (sLP) to manage this type of

case. After collecting the speech sample, the SLP need to analyze the speech pattern and compare

it with the normative data for an accurate diagnosis and remediation program. This comparison

between the boy,s speech pattern and the other normal children's speech pattern will tell the SLP

whether the boy's speech really deviate or not, if he is delayed' we wanted to know how much

has he delayed from his normal peers or he could actually developing normally' Normative data

on the ages of acquisition of speech sounds or phonemes are very useful for estimating

approximately how well a child's speech sounds are developing'

Till date, we still do not have our own normative data that represent our Malay children

speech sounds developmental pattern. Previously, some of ttre SLP used E'nglish phonologrcal

inventory norms as a guideline in making the diagnosis. Realizing that applying other language

norns will support cross-linguistic bias, we invented this preliminary study' The data is very

useful not only for screening but also for the planning of speech remediation.

Some of us might wonder does Kelantanese dialect differ so much with the standard

Malay that we decided to focus our study on this dialect rather than being more 'open' and carry

this research in standard Malay so that we can generalize the outcome to the wider population?

Researchers have indicated that dialect plays a role in the description of children's

phonolory and they have urged the SLP to take dialect features into account when scoring

phonological assessment (Haynes & Moran 1989). Failure to account for these dialect features on

phonological assessment may result either in some children being mislabeled as a phonologically

disordered when, in fact, they are developing normally, or in a ochange 
in severity classification

for children who exhibit phonological disorders.



For example it is normal for a Kelantanese to say /rumah/ as $umoh/ but it is absolutely
'out of norms' for a standard Malay speaker to say the same. If we run the phonological test to
this Kelantanese, we would not target to correct his pronunc iation of /[/because it is accepted in
the community where he or she live. But if we run the same test to the standard Malay speaker
thantargeting ffi tobecorrected as hl isnecessarv.

That is why we focused our study on the acquisition of consonants in Kelantanese dialect
instead of in standard Malay language. We see the need to keep data that meet specific
requirements in the community because most of the children that come to our speech clinic here
are speaking in this dialect.

I.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

A sound knowledge about normal phonological development is essential for carrying out accurate
evaluation into disordered speech (Grunwell IgsT). Phonological theories are used in the analysis
of children's speech to identify and classifi systemic patterns to compare with the normal
patterns in the adults so that communicative implications can be evaluated. In additiorg studies of
normal ph0nnlogical development are used in clinical assessmcnt, diagnosis and fteafi1e1t frrr
children with disordered speech Kartuu, A. lggl).

A large number of researchers have docume4ted the acquisition and development of
phonology in English language (Smit 1986). Among the earliest were the studies done by
wellman et al. (1931), Poole (1934) and Templin's (1g57). wellman et al. (1931) study
represents the earliest age at which 75Yo of the204 children tested (ages between 2to 6 years)
correctly produced the consonant phoneme in the initial, middle and final position. Where as

Poole's (L934) study represent the earliest age at which 100Yo of the 140 children (age range of
2'5 to 8.5 years old) tested correctly produced the consonant phoneme in all three position. Differ
with the present study was that the later one took 100% production and only spontaneous respond
were collected as data. Templin's (1957) study represents the earliest age at which 75% of the
480 children tested (ages 3 to 8) correctly produced the consonant phoneme in all thnee positions.
Because these studies involved a big number of children, all of the researchers do not disoussed in
details about the phonological processes made by their subjects.



According to Simanjuntalq M. (19S2), until 1970's, research in phonological acquisition

in western countries was looking at the phonemes as an analysis unit @oole 1934, Ternplin

l95Z). This type of study is also known as phoneme-oriented studies. Generally all the studies

indicate that the acquisition of phonemes are age related and follow the stages of sounds

acqusition.. One of the difficulties with phonemeoriented studies is that phonological proc€sses

such as omissions, substitutions and distortions typically are not differentiated in the

presentations of results (Porter, J.H & HodsorU B.W 2001). In order for a phoneme to be

considered acquired by phonemeoriented criteria study is, the child's production on the target

phoneme must be .perfect' (no allowances are made for allophonic variations). Another limitation

of phoneme-oriented studies is that they do not adequately account for syllable-structure aspects.

Distortion, substitution and omissions are all scored as being equivalent even though the impact

of each type of deviation on inte[igibility differs geatly.

Later studies such as by Ingram (1976) and Grunwell (19S1) were not only looking at the

phonological development but also described the process of phonologr. Grunwell's "Chronology

of phonological processes" and "Profile of Phonological Development" are based on the analysis

of phonological development of English-speaking children. The profile provides information

about stages of acquisition of consonants in English language. And the chronology depicts the

suppression of nine phonological processes in children between 2 to 5 years old. Grunrvell

reported that by 4 years of age, all of the phonological processes examined were suppressed

except the gliding of liquids and stopping for interdental fricatives. In general, the later studies

indicate an earlier development of consonants than the earlier studies from the 1930's'

..Despite numerous studies on language other than English, we know relatively little

about phonological development in other languages. Some recent research, however, applying the

phonetic inventories/ phonological contrasts method to other languages has indicated support for

cross-linguistic differences" (Ingram, 1989a. p.0$. Because languages differ in their origin and

have descended from rather wide-spread arezr one would expect differences in the language

acquisition and development.
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The interest to this type of study has increased among the researchers as more published

articles were found in 1990's describing the acquisition of phonemes in languages such as Arabic'

Cantonese, Spanish and Mandarin. L.K.H So, & Dodd, B.J (1995) studied the phonological

development in Cantonese speaking children and found out that the average age of acquiring

phonemes in Cantonese speaking children relatively are 2 years earlier than the English speaking

children. In general, Cantonese speaking children are the earliest to master stops' fricatives'

nasals and approximants as compared to EnglistU Arabic and Spanish children in the phonemes

that were shared together (Shereed S. 2000).

Amayreh & Dyson A's. (1998) study the age of phonemes acquisition in Arabic

language. The Arabic articulation test was administered to 180 normally developing children who

live in or near Jordan. All subjects aged between 2:0 to 6:4 and were divided into 9 age groups'

They reported the percentages ofaccuracy ofconsonants showed clear developmental trends- the

older the children, the better they are in mastering speech sounds and the lesser phonological

processes were made. They also reported that medial consonants were significantly more accurate

than initial and final consonants and ages of acquisition of Arabic consonants were similar to

those for Engtish except for the stops and nasals sound where the Arabic children would have

acquired earlier than English speaking children.

In Malaysia research in phonological development among Malay children is still very

new. This study for example, relatively is about 70 years behind compared to one of the English

earliest studies in phonological development, which was in l93l by Wellman, et.al- The need to

do the research in this area of speech is clear - we need to have our own local data that describe

our children phonological developmental pattern- Directly applying other language phonolory to

our Malay children will surely support less accurate diagrosis or altering the severity of the

disorders, which shall lead to unnecessary treatment.

Till date very little data are available about the acquisition of phonemes in Malay

language in children. Most reported studies have focused on the adult phonological system-

4



Mohd Salleh, M. (1990) studied the phonological development in four Malay children

aggi. Z to 5 years old who speak in Johor dialect. Neither structured test nor percentages of

phoneme usage and the distribution of phoneme in words were stated in this study. Data were

collected in a daily spontaneous speech. The two year old and three year old subjects in this study

were reported to have acquired all phonemes in Johor dialect except for fricative lsl which was

substituted to lt /. The four and five year old subjects were reported to have mastered all of the

phonemes in Johor dialect.

Siti Ramlah, S. (1992) studied the phonological development in 12 Malay children ages

2 to 6 years old who were attending the Taska Sukmanita UKM Nursery in Bangi- Differ with the

previous one was that the later was looking at the phonemes acquisition in standard Malay and

not in dialect. Like the previous study the later also did not use any structured test to elicit

responds from the subjects and also do not mention the percentage of phoneme usage and also the

distribution of phonemes in words that were tested. The one year old subjects in this study were

reported to have acquired plosives, affricates, nasals and semivowels but not the liquid and

fricatives where as the two, three, four, five and six year old subjects were reported to have

mastered all the primary phonemes in standard Malay'



2.0 RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

speech clinic in (xorhinolaryngolory (oRL), Hospital universiti Sains Malaysia Kelantan has

been providing clinical services for the past 3 years. The Speech-Language Pathologist (SLP) in

speech unit manage a huge volume of patients with different types of communication disorders

and among all, the phonological and articulation disorders (commonly known as 'pelat') are the

most common cases referred to our speech unit (>75%)'

In order to diagnose Kelantanese patients with phonological or articulation disorders, normative

data on the ages of acquisition of each speech sounds in Kelantanese dialect is needed- This data

is useful as a referral for estimating approximately how 'deviate', 'delayed' or 'severe' our

patients as compared to normal children. Also it is useful when planning for the speech

intervention. Previously, some of the SLP refer to English phonological inventory chart to help

them in making diagnosis since Kelantanese dialect lack of this information. Realizing that every

langUage has it's own developing pattern, and applying other language acquisition ages will

highly support cross-linguistic bias, the author with a few colleague invented this preliminary

studv.



3.0 OBJECTTVE

3.1 GENERAL

To develop a phonological inventory chart that represents all possible consonants in Kelantanese

dialect and the estimated normal acquisition ages for each phoneme. The chart is vital as a quick

reference especially to Speech-Language Pathologists to determine whether or not a child's

articulation is developing within normal expectations. Besides, it can be very useful for the SLP

in planning for the remediation for those who have problems in articulation.

3.2 SPECIFIC

1. To determine the ages of acquisition for each phonemes in Malay Kelantanese Dialect

(lvflO).

2. To determine whether the accuracy of consonants vary by position in the word.

3. To determine whether or not the acquisition of phonemes in Kelantanese dialect follows

the Theory ofuniversal by Jakobson.

4. To compare the ages of acquisitions of phonemes among children who speak Kelantanese

dialect with children who speak Cantonese, English and Arabic.

5. To deterrnine the most cofilmon phonological processes made by normally developing

children aEed2to 5.



4.0

4.1

TERMINOLOGY

PHONOLOGY

Phonolory is a study of the acquisition of speech sounds or phonemes, the elements and

principles ttrat determine the patterns for use of those sounds (Shereef, S. 2001)

In any languagq we can identi! a small number of regularly used sounds that we call

phonemes. For instance in Malay language, we often used the phoneme lbl for the words like

baju, buku, lembu, belon, Iambat and bila. Phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that can signal a

difference in meaning (Roach, P. 1991). Take a look at this minimal pavs batu and satu The only

phoneme that differ in this two words are the initial ones - the lb/ and lsl but because of this

differences the words have totally represent two different things. A phoneme is an abstract

concept, which actually refers to a family of distinctive, similar sounds and guides the

pronunciation of words (Paul, P.V 2001).

Phonemes Production Example

Vowels No obstruction of air stream

from larynx to mouth or nasal

caviw

la.I. ul

Consonants Air stream coming from the

vocal cords is modified by the

vocal tract

lp,td/

Table I

As illustrated in table 1, phonemes can be divided into two groups- vowels and

consonants. Vowels are produced resulting from the unrestricted passage of the air stream

through the mouth or nasal cavlty without stoppage for example /a/, lrl and /e/. Where as

consonants, are produced by constricting the vocal tract to modify the breath stream coming from

the larynx. This study however will only focused on the development of consonants among

normal children.



Consonants are categorized based on the manner of articulation, place of articulation and

voicing. Voicing is the presence or absent of vocal fold vibration during the production of the

phoneme. Where as, place of articulation tells us where exactly in the vocal tract the consonant

was produced (see Appendix I and 2). These places of articulation are generally labeled as

bilabial, labio-dental, dentaf alveolar, palatal, velar and gloftal. Manners of articulation are

labeled to characterize the way consonants are produced. They generally consist of stops,

fricatives, affiicates, nasals and approximants. There are other manners and places or articulation

that may be specific to certain languages only, although these are the most common ones (Small,

1999\.

4.2 PHONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The process of mastering all of the phonemes of the ambient language in children is not only a

complex process but involved lengthy of time. This gradual acquisition of the speech sound

system is known as the phonological development (see Appendix 3). Researchers believe that

children acquired certain sounds earlier than the others. For instancq in English language,

phonemes such as lm,nt4plwould be acquired by children by the age of fwo and phonemes such

as /s,z.sh.th/ would be acquired later which is by the age of four (Prather et al 1915). One of the

famous theories in phonological development was a Universal theory by Jakobson's (1968). He

believed that the acquisition of phonemes in ail languages follows similar patterns. Regardless of

what language the child is exposed to, he or she will master certain sounds earlier than the other.



4.3 PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

In learning how to speak like adult, normal children typically will simpliff their speech' This is

what we call as phonological processes. Phonological processes is a techniques used by children

to simpliff speech when attempting to produce adult words (Nicolosi, L- et al' 1989)'

phonological processes describe what children do in the normal developmental process of

speech to simpli! standard adult productions (Shipley, K.G & McAfee, J'G 1998)' Therefore a

normal child will reduce the usage of these proc€sses as they grow older and the processes will

disappear once they acquired adult like speech. Children usually outgrow them and learn to

produce the correct adult targets by the age of eight years old (Stoel- Gammon & Dunn, 1985)'

Bowen C. (1998) reported that the phonological processes are normally gone by the age of five.

Table 2 A few examples of phonological processes

normally gone by these estimated ages:

in normallv developing children and

Phonological process Example Gone by approximatelY

Consonant harmonv Kiuycat = titt;rtat 1.9

Weak svllable deletion Elephant = efant

Potato : tato

Banana: nana

4;0

Gliding of liquids Run = one

Leg = weg

Leg : yeg

5;0

Fronting Car = tar

Ship = sip 3;6

Stopping /fl Fish = tish 3;0

10



4.4 PHONOLOGICAL DTSORDERS

phonological disorders are among the most common communication disabilities diagnosed in

preschool and school-age children. The disorders affect approximately l0% of this population'

According to American speech and Hearing Association (ASHA) in the year of 2000'

approximately 97Yo of speech-language pathologists (SLP) in schools served individuals with

articulation or phonological disorders. Phonological disorders result from organic or functional

etiologies. Some organically based phonological disorders are related to hearing loss, cleft lip or

palate, cerebral palsy, tongue-tiq apraxia, dysarthria and others'

The SLp usually used standard articulation test for example Arizona Articulation

proficiency Scale and Templin- Darley Test for Articulation to identi$z patient's phonological

errors. This test assesses target speech sounds or phonemes in the initial, medial and final

positions. The SLp use normative data to determine whether or not a child is developing within

normal expectations. Normative data on the ages of acquisition of phonemes are very useful for

estimating approximately how well a child's sounds are developing' The most common guideline

used to determine whether or not a child is having a problem with articulation was that a certain

number of speech sounds had to be delayed at least I year based on published phoneme

acquisition norms (Hodson, Apel & Gordon-Brannan, 1992)' Acquisition ages, however vary

from study to study (Smit,1986).

However most of the research has been concerned with the English language- Application

of this data to children of other cultural backgrounds like Malay children may not be appropriate'

11



4.5 STANDARD MALAY

Generally the pronunciation of standard Malay is based on the Johor-Riau or southern dialect

(Asmah, 1980; Fari4 1980). In other words, most speakers in Malaysia use the Johor-Riau dialect

in their daily communication in formal situations'

The consonants of Standard Malay can be divide.d into two categories called primary and

secondary consonants. Primary consonants are similar to Johor-Riau dialect consonants and not

recently introduced into the sound system. In contras! secondary consonants have recently

entered the Malay sound system in a small number of loan words, which the manners of

production and the points of articulation are varies in individual speakers (Rosmawati A' 2002)

According to Farid (1980), the fricative phonemes lf, v, 1 0, 6, xl are loan segments in

the borrowed lexical items and very limited'

KELANTANESE DIALECT

Kelantan is one of the state in Malaysia. It is situated at the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia and

is a neighbour to Thailand by its North border. Kelantanese dialect is not only spoken by the

Kelantanese but also being spoken by people at the borders and in several districts in Soutlt

Thailand tike SungaiGololq Narathiwat, Yala and Patani (Abdul Hamid, M' 1993).

studies done by native-Malay descriptive linguist and field working dialectologist have

shown that Kelantanese dialect have a few special characteristics that is very different to other

Malay dialect in Peninsular Malaysia (Nik Safiah, A.K' 1965)' Furthermore Kelantanese dialect is

said to be the most hard to understand dialect, compared to other Malay dialects (Pepys, WE,

1916).

Traditionally Kelantanese children will acquire Kelantanese dialect as their fnst language

because of the usage in everyday communication at home' However, these Kelantanese children

are also exposed to the offrcial standard Malay, which they heard through mass communication

medias such as from the television or radio. once they enter formal education in schools usually

at the age of severl they will be exposed more to this offrcial standard Malay via text books, vcD

and other teaching aids.

4.6
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4.7 KELANTANESE DIALECT VS STANDARD MALAY

Two most prominent features that differentiate between Kelantanese dialect and standard Malay

are the total amount of consonants in these two languages and the distribution of consonants in

words.

The inventory of consonants in standard Malay language refers to the use of 25 consonants while

Kelantanese dialect, which is the sub-language of the Malay refers to the use of 20 consonants

(did, c.K.198s).

#Where symbols appear in pairs, the one in the right represent voiced consonants.

Table 4 Consonant chart for Kelantanese Dialect (A!iid, C.K 1985)

The consonant inventory of Kelantanese dialect (Aji4 C.K. 1985) overlaps with standard

Malay primary consonants (Yunus, M. 1980) except for /r/ which is not a roll approximant as in

standard Malav but is velar fricative in Kelantan's dialect.
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Table 3 Consonant chart for standard Malay language

bilabi
al

Labi
o

denta
I

De
ntal

alveolar Post-
alveol

ar

palato-
alveola

r

palat
al

velar Uv
u-
lar

Glottal

Stops Db t d k t j

fricatives fv
E

S z J' x h

afticates +f r{t
Rolled
Lateral

r
I

Nasals m n I ,,

semivowels w

bilabial alveo-
dental

Alveolar palato.
alveolar

Palatal velar glottal

Stops D b t d kp 2

Fricatives s z Y h
Afticates tt d.7

Lateral I
Nasals m n J' rl

semivowels w I
#Where symbols appear in pairs, the one in the right represe,nt voiced consonants.



The consonant inventory of Kelantanese dialect (Aiid, C.K. 1985) overlaps with standard

Malay primary consonants (Yunus, M. 1930) except for hlwhich is not a roll approximant as in
standard Malay but is velar fricative in Kelantan's dialect.

The distribution of the consonants in Kelantanese dialect not only differ with the ofificial
standard Malay but also with other Malay dialects. All 20 consonants from Kelantanese dialect

exist at the initial and middle position but only 3 consonants: /\h, ng/ exist at final position in
words This can be explain as below:

Phoneme

/p/

lb/

/tJ

/dl

/nl

/ml

/nd

/sl

/U

tv

standard

written form

atap

sebab

dapat

abad

belon

demam

padang

kipas

bakul

bakar

standard Malay

pronunciation

atap

sebap

dapat

abad

belon

demam

padang

kipas

bakul

bakar

Kelantanese dialect

pronunciation

ata?

seba?

dapa?

aba?

belong

deme

pade

kipah

bako

baka

The most widely ended phoneme is /? followed by N and lng/

1Ar-t



5.0 RESEARCH QUESTTONS

1. What are the ages of acquisition for each phoneme in MKD?
2. Does accuracy of consonants vary by position in word?

3. What are the sequences of phonemes learning in MKD?
4' What are the differences in ages of acquisition between MKD, English, Arabic and

Cantonese.

5' What are the most conrmon phonological processes made by Kelantanese children ased
between 2 to 5 vears old.

li



6.0 METHODOLOGY

I 6.1 Study design

This is a descriptivg cross sectional study.

6.2 Source population 
Froo

Normal Malay Kelantan children aged 2;00 to-+',fl years old who are attending the
daycare centers in Kota Bharu, Kelantan.

6.3 Study population

Malay, monolingual Kelantan dialect speaking children aged between 2 to S who were
attending the daycare centers in Kota Bharu from October 2001 till April 2002. Nl
children showed physical, cognitive and language development typical of their age as
judged by the parents, daycare staffs and the author using a fonnal fonn (see Appendix
4)' Their parents were also the native speaker of Kelantan di4lect.

16



6.4 Sampling method

Kelantan

(10 districts)

I

I

, Simple random sampling

I

Y
Kota Bharu

(21 Registered Taska and Tadika)

{- Random table

13 Taska and Tadika

. (Source population)

{-- [nclusion criterias

, Exclusion criterias
!-

Eligible population

Sample

<- Divide by age groups
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6.5 Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria

6.5.1 Monolingual dialect speakers

6.5.2 Parents were the native speakers

6.5.3 Normal physical, cognitive and language development

6.5.4 Normal oral facial speech mechanism

6.6 Stimuli

To datg there is still none standardized screening instrument to assess the phonological

development in Bahasa Melayu. Therefore in this study, a structured and formal picture-

naming test was designed to elicit spontaneous single-word responses representing all

possible initial, middle and final consonants of Malay Kelantan's dialect (see Appendix

5). Two consonants - lh/ and /2J were not tested in the initial and middle positions

because either the word is not representative by picture or the words are not familiar

amongst young children. Only 3 consonants tested at fi4al positi,on- lh,ng,?/ because

theso are the only 3 consonants exist in MKD (Ajid, C.K. 1985).

This phonological assessment designed specifically for Kelantan-speaking children. It is

a set of 28 picture cards that was designed to elicit 35 spontaneous one word response

containing di and trisyllabic words which represent all possible Initial and Final

consonants of Kelantan's dialect (see Appendir 6)

All 35 words depict objects and attributes that are familiar to children. All words used in

this assessment were among the earliest vocabulary acquired by children in Kelantan

(Wan Zaharah, A.W 2000). These words- 94Yo nouns, 3Yo adjective and 3Yo verb are

picturable and were frequently used among children.

A pilot study was done to assess the familiarrfy of the picture. A few pichnes were

chaneed and retest before it can be used.

18



6.7 Procedure

Each speech sample was recorded on a portable cassette recorder. Samples were collected

by the fust author, one SLP and assisted by one trained Research Assistant. All

researchers were native speakers of this dialect thus familiar with variants of this dialect.

A group of children, consist of 3 to 5 people from the same age group were put together.

They first play with the examiners to build rapport before each child was tested

individually in a l0 to 20 minutes session. When necessary other familiar people

remained in the session but were told not to help child in anyway. If the child did not

name the picture spontaneously, additional cues were given. These include questions,

prompt and delayed imitation.

Imitated responses were accepted since a number of sfudies have shown that there is no

significant difference in the result of articulation or phonological process analyses when

spontaneous and imitated responses were compared (i.e Bankson & Bernthal, 1982, Bond

& Kortg 1983, Pcynter & Bumpas 1977)

In case where a few subjects did not respond to some stimuli, the examiner skipped the

pictures and responses were marked as 'no data available'.

Transcription

The first examiner transcribed the recorded responses using the lnternational Phonetic

Analysis system (IPA). See Appendix 7 and 8.

6.8
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6.9 Outcome management

6-9-l A phonological inventory chart for Kelantanese dialect speaking children

6.10 Materials needed

6.10.1 Audio tape recorder

6.L0.2 Tape recorder

6. 10.3 Reinforcement tovs

6.10.4 Toys

6.10.5 Picture cards

6.10.6 Forms

6. I 0.6. I Modified Denver Developmental Screening form

6.l0.6.2Personal form

6. I 0.6.3Transcription form

6.10.7 Stationery

6.10.8 Drink

20



6.1l Figure 2 Flow chart ofresearch design

Choose early and high frequency used words
I

I

Y
Developed picture cards

I

I
I

V
Present to 20 children aged varies between 2-5 yars old to see either the objects/picture cards

used are identifiab le

\
If identifiable

Present to 20 adult dialect speakers

I

I

v
Analyse the phonemic characteristics

in Kelantan's dialect

./
change the card accept as a assessment

material
I
It

Kelantan

(10 districts)

I Simnle random sampling

Y

Kota Bharu

(21 Registered Taska and Tadika)

| <-- Random table

Y

l3 Taska and Tadika

(Source population)

| <---- Inclusion criterias
Y Exclusion criterias

Eligible population
I

+ {- Divide by age groups

Sample

Run the assessment

+
Audio recorded session

t
Transcribe (IPA)

+
Analyse

If not identifiable,
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6.12 Data entry

Data entry will be done through SPSS Version 10.0 Software.

6.12-l Descriptive analysis

a) To compare the overall percentage ofconsonants between age groups

b) To compare the percentage of consonants correctly produced by each age group at initial

and medial positions.

c) To compare the overall percentage of phonological processes between age groups

d) To compare the mean age of acquisition of each phoneme with other languages -
Englis[ Cantonese and Arabic.
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7.0 Results

A total of 100 normal developing Malay Kelantanese children were involved in this study' Out of

these subjects, 16Yo were from the first age goup (2;00 - 2;05), 12% from the second age group

Q;A6 - i;tt), I4o/o ftomthe third age group (3;00 - 3;05),lzYo^from the fourth age group (3:06-

i;tt), lTYo'fromthe fifth age goup (a;00 - 4:05) and 19% from the sixth age group (a;06 -
4;rL).

The proportion of the subjects according to age groups is as illustrated in the Figure 3.

Overall Fercentge of SubJects By age Groups

Figure 3 : Percentage of subjects by age groups

A total of lT phofleiles ln lvlaluy Kelautauesc Dialwt (lvIKD) wuc lcsted at tlie possiblc hritill,
medial and final positions in one word picture naming test. The phonernes were as listed in the

table 5 below and were grouped based on their manner of articulation.

Table 5

Mannen of articulation Phonernes

Stops F,b,t,d,k,g,?
Nasals m, n, ng

Lateral L
Fricatives r.s.h
Semivowels w. I
Affricates +J, d3
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7.1 Results of the estirnated ages of acquisition in MKI)

Table 6 age or acqu phonemes

Table 6 illustrates the estimated ages of acquisition of each phoneme tested in MKD. As shown in

the table above, the earliest range of age that the subjects started to correctly and consistently

produced certain phonemes was at 2:06 to 2:II and the latest age of acquisition was at 4:06-4:11.

From the table, we could clearly see that the process ot mastering air of the pironemes in ivGD
took a long period of time. We also could see that certain speech sounds or phonemes were

acquired earlier than the others.

Table 7 : Three development periods in phonemes acquisition

TableT indicates that the acquisition of phonemes in MKD could be divided into three

development periods - early, intermediate and late. Early period included those sounds that were

acquirid before the aged of 3, those tlat were acquired between 3 and 4 years were elassified in

the intermediate period and those acquired after the age of 4 were considered late. During the

early period in this study it was noted that the subjects had acquired at least 8 or more than half of
tne ioiat amount of consonants in MKD. During the intermediate period, subjects had mastered

another 8 more consonants and only one consonant was mastered at the later stage which is the

fricative /s/.

Phonemes Estimated age of acquisition
/p/ 2.06 -2.1r
lbt 3.00 - 3.05

/tl 2.06 -2.t1
/d/ 3.00 - 3.05

M 3.06 - 3.1 1

IOI 3.06 - 3.1 1

/sl 4.06 - 4.rl
lz'I 3.06 - 3.11

/ml 2.06 -2.t1
/n/ 2.06 -2.11
/4t 2.06 -2.1r

3.00 - 3.05

/+l t 3.00 - 3.05

/d|t 3.00 - 3.05

lwl 2.06 -2.T1
/v 2.06 -2.11
/?/ 2.96 -2.11

of acouisition o

Early
(Acquires before age 3:00)

fnternediate
(acquired between 3:00 to

4:00 years)

Late
(acquired after age 4:00)

prtrmrnrngrwjrS brdrlqg,rrlrt$d3 S
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7.2 Overall percentage of consonants produced correctly at initialo medial and final
positions by each age group.

100

90

80

60

50

40

30

20

10

U

Figure 4 : The overall percentage ofcorrectly produced consonants by each age group.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall percentage of correctly produced colsorrants by each age group.

The value ranging from the lowest percentage which is 55Yo scored by the first age group to the

highest percentage which is 98% scored by the sixth age goup. The value increased by age- the

older the subjects, the better they were in producing the consonants.
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7.2.1 Results of comparison between percentage of correctly produced phonemes at initial
and medial positions.

Percentage of affricates produced correctty at
initial and medial positions

o)g)
qt

c
o(,
o,&

120

100

80

60

40

2A

Figure 5 : Percentage of affiicates produced correctly at initial and medial positions

Percentage of Stops produced cornecfly at initial and
medial positions

c,
E
.E

Eo
C'
o
o.

120

100

8o

60

40

20

0

Figure 6 : Percentage of stops produced correctly at initial and medial positions

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the comparisons between the percentage of correctly produced stops
and affricates at the initial and medial positions. Examination from both figures indicate that
medial consonants were produced more accurate$ than those in initial positions in the younger
age groups subjects, which are from the group 1, group 2 and group 3.
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Percentage of fricatives produced correctlybyeacfi age

Ersups in initialand npdlal positions

{,
t'l

L

100

80

OU

40

ZU

tl

Figure 7 : Percentage of fricatives produced correctly by each age goups in initial and

medlal posltlons.

However in Figure 7, it was noted that the production of fricatives at the medial position are more

accurate for all age groups.
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7.3 Resdts of sequences of phoneme learning in subjects

t
Backlstops

t
Voic$stoRs

I

Semivowels

t
Nasals

t
Voicelels stops

Figure 8 shows the sequences of phoneme learning arnong subjects who speak MKD. Based on
our study, we found that the voiceless stops precede all other speech sounds and the fricative is
the last sound to be mastered among our subjects.

Fricatives

f
t

Af&icates

f
I

Latbral

I

I

_)
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7 -h Cornparison befween acquisition ages of consonants in MKD with Arabic, Englisb
and Cantonese.

Sound

/p/
/b/
/tl
/dl
lw
Io/
/sl
t'd t
/ml
/nl
t5/

r{'r
t*/

MKD

2.06 -2.r1
3.00 - 3.05
2.06 -2.tI
3.00 - 3.05
3.06 - 3.1 1

3.06 - 3.11
4.06 - 4.Il
3.06 - 3.11
2.06 -2.11
2.06 -2.r1
2.06 -2.1r
3.00 - 3.05

3.00 -3.05
3.00 - 3.0s
2.06 -2.tr
2.06-2.11
2.06-2.11

Arabic
Acceptable

3.00- 3.04
2.06 -2.10
3.00 - 3.04
2.06 -2.10

5.00 - 5.04

<2.00- 2.04
2.06 -2.1A

3.06 -3.10

4.00 - 4.04
2.46 -2.10
2.06 -2.r0

MKD

2t6*2211

3.5 - 3:11

4.6 - 4.11

2.6 -2.t1

2.6-2.1t

3.0 - 3.s

2.6 - 2.11

2.6 -2.11

English

3.0
4.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.6

Cantonese

2.0 -2.6

2.0 -2.6

2.0 -2.6

2.6-3.0

2.0 -2.6
2.0 -2.6

2.0 -2.6

2.0 -2.6
2.0 -2.6

3.0
3.0

lw/
ty
/?/

6.0

4.6

7.0
3.0
3.6

Table 8 (i)

7.4.1 Comparison of the acquisition of shared consonants across four languages

Stop

Fricative

Nasals

Lateral

Semivowels

Sound

t

k
s

m

n

l

w

J

Arabic

226-2l.10

2.6 -2.10
5.0 -5.4

4.0-2.4
2.6 -2.11
3.6 - 3.10

2.6 -2.10
2.6 -2"10

English

3.0

4.4

4.6

3.0

3.0

6.0

3.0

3.6

Cantonese

2:0 -2:6
2.0 -2.6
2.6-3.0

2"0 -2.6
2.0 -2.6

2.0 -2.6
2.0 -2.6
2.01.6

Table 8(ii)
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7.5 Results of phonological processes

Table 9 : Eight most frequent phonological processes made by the subjects

Percentage of finat consonant deletiod
by age groups

60
40
2A

0

Figure 9

Percentage of Initial Gonsonant
Deletion by age groups

100

50

0
123456

age group

Figure 10

30

Phonological processes Example MKD (40%)

Final consonant deletion Kipah ) kipa 3.6 - 3.rl

Initial consonant deletion Gamba ) amba >4.t\

Stopping Kasut ) katu? >4.11

Consonant harmonv Kucing ) cucing 3.6 -3.r1
Af,frication Kasu? ) kacu? 3.6 - 3.11

Fronting Kipah ) tipah 4.0 - 4.5

Gliding Lori ) yoyi 3.6 -3.t1
Weak svllable deletion Seluwa)luwa/suwa >4.Ll



Percentage of stopping by age groups

100
80
60
40
zu

0

Figure 11

Percentage of consonant harmony by
age groups

60
40
20

0

Figure 12

Percentage of affrication by age groups

80
60
40
zv

0

Figure l3
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Percentage of fronting by age groups

100
an

60
4A
2A

0
123456

age group

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Percentage of gllding by age groups

40
30

20
10

0
123456

age gtuuf.t

Percentage of weak sglable deletion by age groups

100

80

60

4
20

0
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Frgure 9 to Figure 15 illustrate the percentage of each phonological processes made by the
subjects' We found that they were eight most often phonological processes displayed among our
subjects. They were the final consonant deletion, the initial consonant deletio4 the consonant

!T**V, the stopping the affiication, the fronting, the weak syllable deletion and the gliding.
The percentage of each phonological processes generally reduced by age. Younger sf3.rtt
especially frorn the first tbree age groups scored higher percentage compared to the older
subjects.

aa
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8.0 Discussion

The ages of acquisition of phonemes in Malay Kerantanese children (l\ff(D)

From Table 6, we can clearly see the estimated ages of acquisition of each consonants/phonemes

in MKD that were tested in this sfudy. Table 7 shows the ages of acquisition fell into 3

development periods - early, intermediate and late. Phonemes that were acquired within the range

of 2:0 to 2:71 were grouped in early period and those acquired between 3:0 to 3:11 were

classified as intermediate and those acquired at the age of 4:00 and above were considered late. It
should be noted that these ages of acquisition were defined differently by different researchers

and differed from one study to another. For instancg Smit, A.B & Hand, L. (Igg7) in their study

defined early consonants as those that were acquired between the age of 3:0 to 4:0, intermediate

consonants were those acquired between 4:0 to 6:0 and late consonants were those mastered at
the age of 7:0 and above. Amayreh (1998) in his study defined early period as between 2:0 to
3:10, the intermediate period between 4:0 to 6:4 and late period was after 6:4.

I

Figure 4 showed the overall percentage of correctly produced consonants, wliich increased by
age- This result tallied with many other similar studies in different languages like English,

Spanish, Cantonese and Arabic. The development of spscch proftiction took snmn time tn be

completed corresponding to the maturify of neuromotor system, articulators and

cognitive/perceptual processes. The observation that the mastery of speech occurs over such an

extended period suggests that the infants are not endowed with the neuromuscular control for
producing the range of sounds in their ambient language and consequently, need to adopt

strategies to approximate adultlike speech (Green, J.R. et a12002).

Our fmding is crucial for the speech assessment, screening and remediation program. By knowing
the estimated ages of mastering sounds in MKD, the SLP who work with the MKD children will
have an idea of how much 'delayed', 'deviate' or 'severe' their patient as compared to their
normal peers because they can use the data as a guideline. For the screening purposes, where a

SLP need to quickly identify those people who communicate within normal limits and those who
may have a communication disorder, this data will also help them. In speech remediation
progranr' knowing the ages of acquisition of phonemes will help the SLP in targeting age

appropriate sound for the speech therapy.
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The acquisition of phonemes in MKD and the Theory of universal

Figure 8 shows the sequences of phonemes learning in MKD. From the result we found that the
voiceless stops - /p,t/, nasals- lm,n,ngl, semivowels- /wj/ and glottal- /?/ were the earliest
phonemes mastered by our subjects. The second group of phonemes to be acquired were the
voicedstops-/b,dl,backstops- /k,gl,lateral-|L/,fricative/r/ andaffiicates /t ,d /whilethelast
phoneme to be mastered was the fricative /s/. Fricatives like / / was acquired at the intermediate
period and /s/was acquired at the later period.

This result support Jakobson's (1968) Universal Theory that the acquisition of phonemes

in all language follows similar patterns whur stops were generally acquired before fricatives. The
voiceless cognates tended to precede the voiced cognates such as /p/ > /b/ and, /t/ > /d/ andit was
noted that nasal consonants /rr,n ng/ headed the unvoiced stops /p,V. These findings also have
supported Jakobsonns Universal Theorv.

j

Because there is no other study of Malay Kelantanese Dialect phonological acquisition, it
is not possible to determine whether the findings of this study are consistent with those reported
by others- However it is interesting to note that Mohd Salleh, M. (1990) who studied the
phonologicel dfl'elopmont in four l\{alay c,hildlel wlru spvak Julrur tl{alecr repdfted that the two
year old and 3 year old subjects have acquired all phonernes except for fricative /s/ and,bythe age
4, all phonemes were acquired. While Siti Ramlah, S. (LggZ) studied the phonological

development tn 12 Malay children ages 2 to 6 years who speak official Malay language reported
that one year old subject have acquired plosives, affricates, nasals and semivowels but not the
liquid and fricatives where as the 2 year old subjects were reported to have mastered all the
primary phonernes. It is important to note that both studies did not report of any structured test
use' percentages of accurate production and the distribution of phoneme in words.

The clinical implication from these sequences of phonemes learning is vital for the
speech rsmediation program' A familiar guideline for treatment target selection is to target those
processes that occur optionally and affect sounds that are developmentally age-appropriate
(Dyson & Robinson, 1987).
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The accuracy of consonants by position in the targeted words

Figure 5, 6 and 7 show that medial consonants were more accurately produced especially for the
younger age groups of subjects. This finding has three important implications. First, the medial
position seems to be important and should always be included in phonological tests of MKD.
Second the perforrnance of a disordered child on consonants in the medial position may be an
important indication of the severity of the articulation problem. For instancg correct production
of target consonant at the medial position but error on initial position might indicate that the child
is delayed but within norrnal developmental sequence. Thir4 treatment of articulation disorder
might want to target sound at the medial position first before proceed to initial or final position.

The accuracy of the consonants by word position might be due to shess pattern. The
nature of stress is simple- everyone would agree that the second syllable of words like .bunga,,

'api' and 'lampu' is stressed. Children use stress to indicate meaning of the words. parents also
use stress pattem whan they speak to their children especially yopnger ones. For examplq a
mother point to a vase of flower and say 'tengok tu, bunga.. cantiknya bunga.., The child may
delete unstressed syllable to produce for example way for away (oller lg74). Most of the words
tested in this study are disyllabic words therefore it might be possible that stress rnight have
inflrrnnned this rerult.
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The comparison of the ages of acquisitions of phonemes among children who speak MKD,

English, Arabic and Cantonese

Table 8(i) show the comparison of the acquisition ages in MKD, Arabic, English and Cantonese

while table 8(ii) show the comparison of shared consonants across four languages. From table 8

(I), the age range for the completion of the phonemes in MKD was 2:6 to 4:l 1. This age range

relatively faster than the age range for the English children (3:0 to 7:0) and Arabic children (<2:0

to 5.4). As compared to Cantonese speaking children, they were the fastest to complete their

phonemes acquisition with the estimated age range between 2:0 to 3:0.

The consonant inventory of MKD differed in comparison with English, Arabic and

Cantonese. Compared to English, MKD only involved 17 phonemes- 7 stops, 2 fricative,s,2

affricates, 3 nasals, 2 glides, I liquid. Where as English language has 25 consonants- 6 stops, 2

affticates, 9 fricatives, 4 nasals, 2 glides and 1 liquid. Arabic language has a total of 28 phonemes

with I stops, 13 fricatives, I afticate, 2 nasals, 2 liquids and 2 glides. Compared to Car$onese

language, it has 19 consonants- 8 stops, 3 nasals, 3 fricatives, 2 afticates, 1 liquid and 2 glides.

Only eight consonants were shared together in all four languages- lt,k, s, m, n, l, w, j/.

I\ff(D and Arabic appeared to be close in their ages of acquisition of stops. Stops were

acquired the earliest in Cantonese followed by the Arabic, MKD and English. Fricatives appeared

to be acquired later than any other phonemes. English and Arabic shared the greatest number of,

fricatives. Fricatives were acquired earliest in Cantonesq followed by Englistr, MKD and A-rabic.

Arabic and Cantonese children appeared to acquire nasals the earliest followe.d by MKD and

English. Cantonese consistently has the earliest in their phonological acquisition followod by

Arabic, MKD and lastlyEnglish.

Relatively we would say that as compared to English and Arabic children, our subjects

completed their phonetic inventory earlier, which is at the age of 4:11. These differences in the

ages of acquisition could be contributed by a few factors. The first factor could be depended on

the total amount of phonemes that were studied. My opinion is that, if the language has lesser

phonemes, shorter time is needed to master all the sounds in that language. For examplg our

study involved only 17 phonemes, as compared to Amayreh (1998) who studied 28 phonemes in

Arabic language and Smit, A.B & Hand, L. (1997) studied the acquisition of 25 English

phonemes. Findings from the study done by Sq L.K.H., & Dodd" B.J. (1995) in the acquisition of
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phonology in cantonese speaking children could have support my opinion. In their sfudy they
found that Cantonese speaking children completed to mastered all 19 consonants at the ranse of
2:0 to 3:6.

Secondly it could be due to the amount of fricatives in the language that were studied.
since fricative is one of the most difficult phoneme to produce, I would suggest that any
language, which has more numbers of fricatives, the speakers of that language might took longer
time to complete their phonetic inventory. For example, English has nine fricatives and the
normal English speaking children rnastered the fricative lzJ at the age of 7, Arabic language
which has 13 fricatives took until 6:6 to master fricative lzl butcantonese speaking children who
only has 3 fricatives in &eir language took about the age of 3:0 to 3:6 to mastered all three
fricatives.

Thirdly, the differences in the manner of production could also contribute to these differences.
For example in English we have aspirated /p/ bvt not in MKD. And the last reason that I could
think of is the distribution of consonants in words. For examplg in MKD the /p/ only exist at the
initial and medial posilions but in English we have /p/ natonly in initial and medial but also at the
finalpositions.

The most common phonologica! pnlcesses noade by normally devetroping children

As referred to the Figure 9 to figure 15, tlere were eight most frequent phonological processes
made by the subjects. The processes were the final consonant deletior5 stopping, initial syllable
deletion, consonant harmony, affrication, fronting and gliding. It was obvious that the
phonological processes reduced by age which means that the older the subjects, the lesser the
processes made' But it could be noted that in some phonological processes like consonant
harmony, gliding initial consonant deletion subjects in group 2 displayed higher percentage
compared to the subjects in group l.

The reason could be because of subjects in group 2 were more responsive than those in
group i' They were more willing to speak with the examiners and not afraid of making mistakes.
Subjects in group I were quiet shameful and sometimes not responding to the examiners and it
was quite hard to elicit spontaneous respond from some of them.
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Appendix I

The Articulators
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Appendix 2

I

Alveolar articulation : /t.d/

Place of articulators

Iri',

tf"r,. !,. ,\

Bilabial articulation : lp,b,l
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Appendix 3

An example of age ranges data of normal consonants development (Templin 1957)
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Appendix 4

hIAKLUIIIAT FNRT EADI EAP'A

-1. Nqr.rqt :

2. No.,IC beru :

3. Tenp41di, besa*an :

4 Pck*rjqqn bapa '.

5. Tnnfpendidikrn :

6. Perrdapetan keluarga :

}I,{KLU}IAT Pf,Rt$ADI IBIJ

i. Narna :

2 l.io. IC biuu
3- 'Iempat tlibesa*an :

4. Pekerjaan ibtr
5. Taraf pcntli<iik;ro

Ij ezah I a njutan{ aznl/ diplorn a.tSTFf{i SPh{

a) RM 5000 ks st*.q

t') Rfu 300O*RL14999
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l. N..lnt.t
t Jantinr :

-1. Iarikh l*hir
4. Kumpultn ttrntrr :

5. Terupar dilshfukan :

6, Tenrpat dibesarkan :

7. Annk ke t:craFa '.

S. Jumlah adlk-heradik

rEI{IL{IAI{ O ROIU O'IOR

1. Air liur masih melcl{:h keluar
?. IJolsh rnengunyah makanan kcrus : nasi. daging
3. Lidah gelahr {trhcluar
4. Iloleh meujilat aiskrim
5. Suara sengpu/'ngidung'
6. Bibirtertutup hila tidak bercakap
7. Adagrgr dcprn Gn lidsk rcngak
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2:00 sehinesa 2:06

l. B9]eh pakai kasut rynditi ,
2. Basuh dan keringkan tzngan

3. Boleh menyonteng
4. Main seorang diri dengan anak patung/robot

untuk satu tempoh yang agak lama

5. Bolehmemanjat anaktangga

6. Meniru' buat garisan lurus

7. Bercaklp dua patah perkataan seperti 'nak makan'

8. Menamakan gambar yang dilihat

9. Ikut arahan

10. Tendang bola ke depan

11. Boleh beritahu nama sendiri

12. Boleh gluna perkataan'banydk' dengan betul

tr
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f
tr
tr
tr
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tr
J
rJ
f
tr
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2t06 3:00

1. Pakai baju sendin
ri2. Basuh dan keringkan tangan

3. Meniru buat bulatan

4. Susun 8 kiub menegak

5. N{eninr hr,rat garisan h,rnrs

6. Lompat. setempat

7. Naik basikal roda tiga

3:00 sehingga 3;06

1. Boleh berlari dengan laju I
2. Naik basikal roda tiga tl
3- Bermain permainan dgn undang-rutdang tr
4. Meniru buat bentuk bulatan n
5. Boleh grrna perkataan 'atas' dan 'bawah'

5. Bercakap dalam ayat : sambung 4 patah perkataan

7. Guna perkataan 'banyak' dan 'sikit' tr
8. Bagifthunamapenuh tr
g. Seimbangkan badan dengan sebelah kaki - I saat I
10. Boleh pergi bndas seorang diri tr

tr
E
E
n
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u
fl(-l
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Appendix 6

SENARAI PERKATAAN BAHASA MELAYT]

1. botol 2. ayam 3. kucing 4" cicak

5. bola 6. buku 7 . baju 8. seluar

9. duit 10. banyak 1 1. jam 12. meja

13. nasi 14. roti I 5. biskut l
16. telur

17. kasut 18. kipas 19. lampu 20. wau

21. eambar 22. bedak 23.Iori 24. gisi

25. nganga 26. rvmah 27. pokok 28. daun

29. lilin 30. api 31. selipar 32. sikat

33. pisau 34. lembu 35. satu



Appendix 7

Phonological Analysis

Phoneme Initial Medial Final
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Appendix 8
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The International Phonetic Alphabets
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